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Peterborough Sailability 
 

Standard Operating Procedure 
 

SOP 09: Radio Procedures 

 

 
 
Radio Checks for Buddies and Safety Boat Operators; 

The radio (walkie talkie) system is manned at all times during sailing sessions with the ‘Shore-
master’ as the main shore-based contact.   No boats are to be taken on the water without the 
buddy / solo sailors taking a radio with them, and having carried out a radio check before going 
afloat.  If a buddy or solo sailor fails to take a radio and launches, then they must immediately 
return to shore to collect a radio. 
 

To maintain good radio etiquette, operators should observe the  
following guidelines and rules; 

 Keep transmissions as short as possible. 

 Restrict radio traffic to that which is necessary for the safe and efficient operation of the 
group. 

 Begin each transmission with an identifier such as Shore, Safety Boat, Sail Number or a 
call which is understood by all radio operators in the group. 

 The radio operator is responsible for any transmissions, regardless of who is talking into the 
microphone. 

 Do not use the radio for private "chit-chat" or horseplay. 

 
 

Radio Station Designation; 

086  = Boat sail number Lugger  = Lugger (Bluebird) 

Shore  = Shore-Master Safety Boat = Safety Boat 

Launch Crew = Launch Crew “Bob Bailey” = Individuals name 

 

The Shore designation is strictly for identification of the Shore-Master 
to avoid confusion as to who is in overall control. 

 

Radio Procedure 

“Shore from 086 ~ Over” (repeat if no reply) = Identifies who is calling 

“086 from Shore ~ Over” = The response of the recipient 

“Shore from 086 ~ Can we come in, the client is cold ~ 
Over” 

= The reason for the radio call 

“086 from Shore ~ Come in after 100 ~ over” = The response 

“Shore from 086 ~ Roger ~ Out” = Confirmation and sign off 

 
"Over"  = meaning that a transmission has finished, and that a response is expected. 
"Out"  = meaning that a transmission has finished, and that a response is NOT expected. 
 

NOTE: The words Over & Out should not be used together, i.e. "Over and Out". 

The two words are mutually exclusive. 
 

"Say Again” = Means you didn't hear the message, and, you want the sender to repeat the 
message. 
 
"Roger"  = This includes, but is not limited to, "I understand", "Received, understood, and I 

will do as you say", and so on. 
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Radio Operation 

The radio uses 1 of 8 channels that can also be used by the general public.  Remember even 
though you cannot hear them, they may well be able to hear you.  Peterborough Sailability 
operates on channel setting 6.10. (channel 6 = 446.06875 MHz and tone 10 = 94.8 Hz) 
 
When using the radio make sure you secure it safely to your buoyancy aid or similar, secure it 
where you can hear it and access the volume control & transmit buttons.  When you transmit, 
press the transmit button firmly and wait for about one second before speaking.  This will give time 
for the radio to change over from receive to transmit and give a bit of warning to other radio users 
that a transmission is about to start.  Always speak slowly and clearly, always keep the radio 
vertical with the aerial pointing upwards. 
 

Radio Duties 

Shore-Master; The Shore-master must ensure that they are fully aware of the status of all 
boats, buddies, crewed clients and solo sailors at all times.  The Shore-master must listen, 
acknowledge and manage all radio traffic at all times.  If the Shore-master does not respond to a 
call then the radio traffic must be brought to the Shore-masters attention.  They must only be one 
Shore-master at any one time.  If there is a Shore-master change-over all information and the 
status of all people within the Shore-masters control must be conveyed to the new Shore-master.  
The Shore-master may also use the radio to manage boat movements on the shore and direct 
shore-crew when required. 
 
Sailors / Shore-crew 

All buddies, solo sailors and shore-crew must listen out for all radio traffic in order to respond to 
messages radioed to them or to help others to respond.  This may occur if a boat is at the 
extremities of the lake and be on the verge of radio range, the radio has low batteries or subject to 
obstructions (land, buildings, rain, etc.)   
 
Safety Boat 

The duty Safety Boat driver must listen out for all radio traffic in order to respond to messages 
radioed to them or to help others to respond. 
 
Calling the Safety Boat 

The Shore Master is the person who calls and manages Safety Boat activities.  The Safety Boat 
crew may respond to a Safety Boat call from a buddy’s radio message, but it is still the Shore-
master who manages the incident. In the event of a safety boat drill being planned, then the duty 
Safety Boat skipper must liaise and agree with the Shore-master that the drill can take place. 

 

Emergency Operating Procedures; (all types included for completeness) 

 In the event of a life threatening incident then the person making the call should say clearly and 
slowly “Mayday, Mayday, Mayday ~ 086 has capsized and is drifting; we require the Safety 
Boat now” This is repeated 3 times.  All other radio traffic will now cease unless spoken to by 
the Shore-master. The Shore-master will co-ordinate and direct activities. After the incident the 
Shore-master will say over the radio “Message to all ~ The incident is over and normal radio 
traffic can resume” 

 

 In the event of a less serious event the person making the call should say clearly and slowly 
“Pan, Pan, Pan ~ 086 has lost its rudder and is drifting on to shore; we require the Safety Boat 
now” All other radio traffic will now be restricted to the absolute necessary traffic.  

 

 In the event of a “regular” incident then normal radio procedures will be used.  
 

 In the event of a buddy needing to come ashore for safety reasons, danger, abuse etc then the 
buddy will say “I am coming in NOW” repeating 3 times to make all aware you are returning 
immediately. 
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Faulty Radio 

If you suspect a radio is faulty then please hand into the sailing control office, explaining the 
problems you had. Do not return a faulty radio without informing the sailing control office. All radios 
need to be serviceable.  
 

If you drop a radio in the water then retrieve it if you safely can, remove the batteries, shake out 
any water and hand to the sailing control office. In the event of a problem and a non working radio, 
wave arms to attract attention. 
 
Summary 

1. Secure the radio to yourself with the antenna vertical, ensuring access and ease of use 

2. Buddies/ solo sailors to check their radios are working using a “radio check” prior to leaving the 
shore 

3. Use the correct radio operating procedures and designations. 

4. To use, listen and if there is no radio traffic press the transmit button, wait 1 second and then 
speak clearly and slowly (if you speak immediately then this will not be transmitted) 

5. Don't transmit at the same time as others. Minimise radio traffic. 

6. Be aware of others around you who may not know they are being called ~ Let them know. 

7. If you drop the radio in the water then retrieve it if you safely can, remove the batteries, shake 
the radio free of water and return to the sailing control office. 

8. After use put the radio into the charging socket.  A red LED should come on the charger if the 
radio is correctly seated, if it does not come on then re-check. It may also be that you are trying 
to plug the radio in the wrong charger socket. 

9. The most probable causes of a “faulty radio” are a flat battery, the channel/tone has changed, 
volume set low or incorrect use. 
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Typical ‘Walkie Talkie’ Radio ~ DORO wt91x pro 
 

 
 


